Norwegian Business Delegation to India
“Digital together for a better world”
January 2019
Visit to the “TCS Executive Briefing Center” in Mumbai
We would suggest travelling from New Delhi to Mumbai, taking Jet Airways at:
11:30am - 1:50pm
January 8th program:
1. 09:00 – Pick up from hotel Oberoi New Delhi and transport to the New Delhi
International Airport
2. 10:30 – Arrival at New Delhi International Airport
3. 11:30 – Departure from New Delhi to Mumbai with Jet Airways
4. 13:50 – Arrival in Mumbai International Airport and transport to the TCS Banyan Park
5. 15:30 – Security briefing and checkin at TCS Banyan Park
6. 17:00 – Visit to TCS Executive Briefing Centre
a. TCS Highlights, Journey and Values
b. Digital Together for a better world (TCS Point of View)
c. Customer centricity & Business 4.0
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d. Cross Industry Experience Highlights

7. 19:30 – Dinner at TCS Banyan Park
8. Transportation, either back to the Mumbai International Airport, or to the Taj Mahal
Pallace Hotel (for those who want to stay over in Mumbai to return back to Norway
on Wednesday January 9th).
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About Mumbai

Mumbai city, in Maharashtra state in India is also known by the name "Bombay". Mumbai is the capital of Maharashtra state
and the most populous city in India as well. Mumbai holds the fourth position in the population wise ranking of cities in the
world, with a 20.5 million population. The city of Mumbai, situated on the west coast of India, facing the Arabian Sea, also hosts
one of the popular harbors in India. The production of Bollywood movies and film industry mainly revolves around Mumbai and
its suburbs.
Mumbai is known as the commercial capital of India and also have a place in the list of world’s top ten commercial centers in
terms of global financial flow and the city also possesses the highest gross domestic production rate in South Asia.
The unique ability of the city to provide a wide area of business opportunities is considered as the reason behind the high rate of
migration to Mumbai from different corners of India.

TCS Mumbai

Banyan Park
Spread over 90,000 sq meters of land in the Mumbai suburb of Andheri is the Banyan Park, Tata Consultancy Services campus - a
state of the art software development center with a distinguished colonial backdrop. The 65,000 sq meters development center
can accommodate almost 2,000 consultants. The building is designed as per LEED Green Building standards for high energy and
resource efficiency and has been certified with a Gold rating.
The campus contains a treasure trove of butterflies, trees and many different species of birds and fruit-bat indigenous to the city
of Mumbai. The most significant attraction however, at Banyan Park is the sophisticated Executive Briefing Center (EBC) that is a
technologically advanced platform to showcase TCS’s capabilities as a full services player.
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Accomodation in Mumbai (optional)

We suggest staying at Taj Mahal Hotel which is in the south of Mumbai, close to the
harbour and Gateway of India.
https://taj.tajhotels.com/en-in/taj-mahal-palace-mumbai/

Optional cultural program on January 9th

For those who want to stay overnight in Mumbai from January 8th through January 9th there
will be arranged an optional cultural and “sightseeing” program on January 9th in Mumbai
where we will have time to see some of the impressive sights and attractions of Mumbai
including a nice authentic Indian Lunch together before returning to the hotel.

(Most flights back from Mumbai to Europe will depart from Mumbai after midnight / early
morning).
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